


INCIPIT
Run Capital Partners is an international consulting firm

that deals with financial engineering, asset and wealth

management as well as investment solution planning.



ABOUT US

Run Capital Partners acts not only as an

alternative investment funds manager, but also

as a financial advisor, providing its advice to

HNWI and institutional counterparties.

This consulting institution brings together

different skills in order to guarantee tailor-

made solutions to its customers. 



PARTNERS

LUCA PADOVAN

Founder Wealth Route

MAURIZIO CAROGLIO

Founder IFP Manager Selection

CESARE TREBESCHI

Founder Polaris Group 

ALESSANDRO PAVAN

Founder Wealth Route and InCellar 



BRANCHES
Run Capital Partners is located in the main European

financial hubs.

Its presence in London and Luxembourg allows to always

guarantee the best solutions and the most careful

safeguards to its customers.

London

7 Bell Yard

WC2A 2JR London

Luxembourg

12C Rue Guillaume J. Kroll 

1882 Luxembourg



Asset management

Creation and management of alternative investment funds

Wealth management

Investment strategy definition through AI and institutional
mandates

Proprietary Trading

SOLUTIONS

Management and optimization of proprietary strategies

and algorithms in order to create personalized solutions 



Transparency

The company is committed to

delivering the highest level of

client satisfaction, avoiding any

possible conflict of interest.

Independent
management

Strategic development and

definition independent from

financial, banking and insurance

institutions.

Long term partnership 

Daily commitment and dedication

are the foundations for creating

lasting relationships with the 

 company stakeholders.

VALUES



PLUS

Thanks to Run Capital Partners' international group structure, it's

possible to achieve the following benefits: 

GOVERNANCE
thanks to its branch in Luxembourg, it takes advantages by

Luxembourgish political stability,  its presence in EU, tax regime and

strong AML policy.

ADMINISTRATIVE
through its branch in London, economic-legal transparency,

efficiency are guaranteed to partners and customers



INTERNATIONAL NETWORK
Run Capital Partners' local branches and its vast network of

qualified partners allow to propose solutions aligned to all

customers' requests.

TAILOR-MADE
it creates only ad hoc solutions based on customers' needs and on

a consolidated network of international partners. 



CONTACTS

Telephone

E-mail

+352 621758117

info@runcapital.parners


